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Several process variants of plasma nitriding can be distinguished depending on the location of the voltage
introduction. The aim of this study is to compare three different variants of plasma nitriding (DC plasma
nitriding, active screen plasma nitriding, and active screening process with bias voltage application) ex-
tended by the study of the coverage of active screen on C45E unalloyed steel, using two different N2-H2 gas
mixtures. The thickness of the compound layer was measured using a scanning electron microscope, the
phase analysis was performed by an x-ray diffractometer, and the nitrogen contents were analyzed by glow
discharge optical electron spectroscopy. The results showed that the layer thickness and the surface
hardness were higher by using active screen-biased plasma nitriding with high N2 content gas mixture.
Besides, the lid of the active screen did not influence significantly the chemical composition of the compound
layer.

Keywords active screen plasma nitriding, GDOES, surface
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1. Introduction

Plasma nitriding is a thermochemical surface treatment
process to create a hard, wear-resistant layer on steel surfaces
(Ref 1-4). The conventional, direct current plasma nitriding
(DCPN) (Ref 5, 6) is now more than 60 years old (Ref 7).
Today, it is widely used in many areas of the industry for
example in automotive industries, machine tool manufacturing,
etc. The process is popular because it requires less gas
compared to gas nitriding and is more environmentally friendly
compared to salt bath nitriding. In the DCPN treatment, plasma
is generated directly on the workpiece leading to various
problems: (1) edge effect (Ref 8, 9) and (2) hollow cathode
effect (Ref 10, 11). Typical technological problem is the edge
effect that can be observed along the edges and corners of the
samples, where nitrogen can diffuse into these parts from
multiple directions which result in a nitride network along the
particle boundaries. The edge effect can be easily observed as
the workpiece color is not uniform, and this effect can result in
the embrittlement of the effected edges and corners, causing the
easier break of the corners for example. The consequence of the
edge effect is clearly visible on the microscopic images of
cross-sectional samples which are also confirmed by hardness
tests in the research of Sousa et al. (Ref 12) and Alves et al.
(Ref 13). In addition to the edge effect, hollow cathode effect

can also occur in adjacent parts and holes with small diameters
which lead to local overheating (Ref 14, 15) and may cause
changes in the microstructure and consequently in the mechan-
ical properties.

To solve the shortcomings mentioned above, a different kind
of process solution was developed, called active screen plasma
nitriding (ASPN) (Ref 16-18). In this case, the plasma is not
created on the workpiece, but on a screen (often called as a
cage) placed around the workpiece. In this process, the
workpiece is completely insulated from the source of the
voltage, the screen fulfills the role of the cathode, and the
furnace wall is still the anode. Since the workpiece is not acting
as the cathode anymore, the edge effect and the hollow cathode
effect are eliminated; however, in the case of ASPN, the heating
time maybe longer. In order to reduce the heating time back to
the DCPN process time, a lower voltage (bias voltage) than the
active screen�s is applied to the sample (Ref 9, 19); this process
is the so-called active screen-biased plasma nitriding process
(ASBPN). The application of bias is an extended option of the
ASPN process especially in the industry, in order to obtain
homogeneous heating of a large number of parts. The
workpiece is heated for the same time with heat radiation and
direct heating, but the voltage is not high enough to cause
DCPN problems to develop significantly. Based on the previous
studies, the applied bias voltage in laboratories is typically
around 4% (Ref 20); in the industrial applications, it is often set
to 15% (Ref 21) of the high voltage circuitry. These settings
result in trouble-free nitriding, but the further increase in
voltage causes problems like the ones that occur during the
DCPN process (Ref 21, 22).

In this study, the above-mentioned three different variants of
plasma nitriding (DCPN, ASPN, and ASBPN) were compared
extended by the study of the effect of the lid of the active
screen. Furthermore, the gas mixture of low and high nitrogen
content was also investigated. Li et al. (Ref 23) nitrided with
lower H2 content gas mixture (25% H2-75% N2) without the
top lid of the active screen which produced a non-uniform,
grayscale surface. Toward the edges, the sample surface was
darker, and the hardness was lower than in the center of the
surface. In the center, the depth profile of the hardness was the
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same as when using a top lid. Ahanganari et al. (Ref 24) also
investigated the coverage of active screen, but with higher
nitrogen content, 25% H2-75% N2 was used with different hole
size active screens. According to their experience, the layer
thickness was similar regardless of the hole sizes of the screen.
Plate lid has been also tried which caused a small increase in
the nitrided layer thickness. Based on the mentioned studies,
the effect of the lid has not been proved yet.

2. Materials and Methods

The material used in this study was [20 9 6 mm annealed,
grade C45E unalloyed steel with the following chemical
composition in wt.% C 0.44, Si 0.28, Mn 0.8 Fe bal. Unalloyed
steel was chosen because in this case, the alloying does not
influence the formation of the nitride layer. The samples were
machined from a [20-mm annealed rod. The average hardness
value of the base material was measured as 250 HV0.05. The
samples were ground on P80 to P2500 SiC particle size papers,
and then polished by a 3 lm diamond suspension. Finishing of
the preparation was done by degreasing in acetone.

Various arrangements of the plasma nitriding equipment are
shown in Fig. 1. The material of the cage was 1.0330 cold-
rolled unalloyed steel with a hole size of [5 mm, a center
distance of 8 mm, and overall dimensions of
[100 9 85 9 1 mm. In the DCPN process, the cathode was
the sample, and the heat shield placed around was the anode. In
the ASPN process, the cage serves as the cathode, the sample
was completely insulated from the source of the voltage, but
was not grounded, and hence it was on floating potential. When
using bias voltage, the sample was connected to the heat shield
as a cathode; in the present study, the bias voltage value is 20%
of the main circuit voltage. The samples were at the center of
the active screen, the distance from the lid was 35 mm. The
temperature was monitored using an isolated K-type thermo-
couple under the workpiece.

Plasma nitriding experiments began with the vacuum space
depressurization to 0.16 mbar. The next step was the displace-
ment of residual air, which was done by argon rinsing. After the
rinsing was complete, the pump depressurizes the space again,

and then the nitriding process began after the hydrogen–
nitrogen gas mixture was injected. During an approximately
30 min heating period, the plasma has reached the treatment
temperature of 490 �C, from which the 4 h treatment time must
be counted. All treatments were carried out using the same
parameters as shown in Table 1.

After 4 h, the sample was cooled under the operating
pressure of 2.8 mbar for 20 min. During this time, the sample
was cooling down to � 300 �C. Further cooling to room
temperature happened after the vacuum pump was disengaged.
After the air was let into the chamber, the sample cooled down,
and accordingly the free cooling of the sample took place.

Stereomicroscopic (Olympus SZX16) images were taken
from the upper surfaces of the nitrided samples. Subsequently,
layer thickness measurements were performed by an optical
microscope (Olympus PMG-3) and by an SEM (Philips XL30).
The mechanical properties (microhardness) of the layer were
measured by a microhardness tester (Buehler IndentaMet
1105). The phases on the nitrided surface were analyzed in
IK4-Tekniker Ltd., with a Bruker D8 ADVANCE x-ray
diffractometer (theta-2 theta vertical goniometer, Cr target,
scan parameters were 40�-160� in 2 thetas, the wavelength was
2.28 nm, while the exposure time was set to 0.4 s/step).
Nitrogen content measurements were made using glow dis-
charge optical spectroscopy (GDOES) analysis with a Horiba
GD-Profiler 2 type apparatus (flushing time of 5 s, pre-
integration time of 100 s, at the pressure of 650 Pa, power of
35 W, module voltage of 7.2 V and phase voltage of 4.7 V).
The wear tests were carried out on a Bruker UMT ball-on-disk
tester, using a [3-mm Al2O3 ball with 2 N load. The sliding
distance was 100 m, and the sliding speed was set to 0.1 m/s.

3. Results and Discussion

The pictures of the nitrided samples surfaces are shown in
Fig. 2. Color gradients can be observed in the samples made
with different procedures. The samples were nitrided by DCPN
show discoloration caused by the edge effect, which to a lesser
extent was appeared at the application of bias too. It can be also
caused by the air inlet into the chamber. It could oxidize the

Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of plasma nitriding arrangements (a) DCPN, (b) ASPN and (c) ASBPN
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overheated surface. Because of the capability of the equipment,
the bias voltage was higher than the suggested by the previous
research (Ref 20), so the discoloration appeared on the edges.
The edge effect appeared independently from the composition
of the gas mixture, so it was proven that the edge effect was
dependent only on the procedure rather than the gas compo-
sition. It can also be seen that if the sample was connected as a
cathode, even to a low voltage, i.e., the current of the electric
circuit flows through it, the forced diffusion of nitrogen is
realized from the nitrogen plasma, and this will be the cause of
the edge effect.

Furthermore, the lid of the active screen slightly influenced
the surface. The residual scratches of the sample preparation
were disappeared with using the lid. This phenomenon was
observed only in the case of ASPN samples.

The microstructure of the nitrided samples and the formed
compound layer are shown in Fig. 3, while the measured layer
thicknesses is given in Table 2. The concept of evenness was
introduced which is the average of the layer thickness including
the waves. The compound layer appeared in each sample. The
thickest layer was formed on the ASBPN sample made with gas
mixture composition of 95N2-5H2, which resulted in a
thickness of 12 lm. In both cases, the ASPN samples had the
smallest compound layer thickness at any gas mixture, which
was about 4 lm. Besides the presence of bias voltage, the layer
thickness of the ASBPN process was higher than in the case of
DCPN process, at least with high nitrogen content. Contrarily
in the low nitrogen content gas mixture, the layer thickness was
similar in both processes.

The results of the microhardness measurements were
grouped for both gas mixtures and are shown in Fig. 4. The
first value on the hardness profile was measured on the top of
the surface, and the other points were measured on the cross

section. The highest hardness was achieved in the case of
DCPN process in both gas mixtures. With each gas mixture, the
ASPN samples had the lowest hardness values, which were
between 510 and 560 HV0.05. For DCPN and ASBPN, the
hardness increased more than twice, but with the use of the
active screen, it has been just slightly doubled. This is due to
the fact that in the ASPN process, the incorporation of nitrogen
into the surface on floating potential did not happen by forced
diffusion (rather by spontaneous nitrogen diffusion) (Ref 25,
26), and therefore the distribution and morphology of the
nitride phases formed from the ferrite and the remaining ferrite
will be different; this question should be further explored in a
subsequent publication. The maximum hardness and also the
hardness profile were similar with or without the lid of the
active screen.

The hardness curves are suitable for determining the
thickness of the diffusion zone. Based on the ISO
18203:2016 standard, the size of the diffusion zone is the
distance value between the surface and the base hardness +50
HV. The latter was indicated by a horizontal dashed line in the
diagrams at 300 HV0.05 (Fig. 4). Because the hardness profiles
were similar with or without the top lid, the diffusion zones
thicknesses were also almost the same. It is observed that the
diffusion zones of 25N2-75H2 gas mixture samples were almost
equal to each other (� 40 lm), but the three electric arrange-
ment sample diffusion zones on 95N2-5H2 gas mixture were
significantly different. The highest value—without the thick-
ness of the compound layer—is 55 lm, the lowest was 20 lm.
The most conspicuous difference was at ASBPN-treated
samples. The diffusion zone was lower than the ASPN at both
gas mixtures. The maximum hardness values were also lower
than in the case of 25% N2-75% H2 gas mixture samples.
Probably, the energy of the high content nitrogen gas mixture

Table 1 Parameters of plasma nitriding

Temperature, T, �C Pressure, p, mbar Time, t, h

Plasma gas mixture

Low N2 content High N2 content

490 2.8 4 25% N2-75% H2 95% N2-5% H2

Fig. 2 Images of the plasma nitrided surfaces by different electric arrangements with various gas mixtures. All group of pictures have a similar
arrangement: (a)-(b) DCPN-, (c)-(d) ASPN-, (e)-(f) ASPN + lid-, (g)-(h) ASBPN-, (i)-(j) ASBPN + lid-treated samples
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has lower energy for the sputtering. There was a slight nitrogen
mass transfer to the surface which had a limited nitriding effect
(Ref 23, 27-29).

It is shown in the x-ray diffractograms (Fig. 5) that each
sample had the peak of Fe4N next to the peak of Fe. The
thickness of the compound layer can be deduced from the

magnitude of the iron peak, which showed where the intensity
was high, and the thickness of the compound layer was small.
As it was confirmed by the SEM thickness measurements, the
thickest layer was formed in the case of DCPN and ASBPN
processes with lid (corresponding to the smallest Fe peaks in
the diffractograms, see Fig. 5a), while the absolute thinnest
layer was measured in the case of the ASPN process. These
phenomena apply to the samples of 95N2-5H2 gas mixture too,
namely the ASBPN process with lid had the thickest and also
the ASPN-treated samples had the thinnest layers.

Comparing Fig. 5(a) and (c), it is observed that Fe3N
appeared in all of the nitrided samples with the 95N2-5H2 gas
mixture, in contrast with the other gas mixture. The highest
value of e-phase was measured in the ASBPN samples at 95%
N2-5% H2 gas mixture. This phenomenon confirmed the
previous research (Ref 30) that stated Fe3N was created with
high nitrogen content gas mixture but was not a unique phase.
It can be influenced by the short nitriding time or alloying. The
quantitative analysis shows that in this case, the layer was
thicker than 12 lm, and 100% Fe4N was measured. The x-ray
beam cannot penetrate the thickness of the compound layer.

Fig. 3 SEM images of plasma nitrided samples by different electric arrangements with various gas mixtures. All group of pictures has a similar
arrangement: (a)-(b) DCPN-, (c)-(d) ASPN-, (e)-(f) ASPN + lid-, (g)-(h) ASBPN-, (i)-(j) ASBPN + lid-treated samples

Table 2 Measured and calculated compound layer
thicknesses of nitrided samples

Measured Calculated

25N2-75H2 95N2-5H2 25N2-75H2 95N2-5H2

DCPN 7 lm 10 lm 7 lm 10 lm
ASPN 4 lm 4 lm … …
ASPN + lid 4 lm 4 lm 5 lm 5 lm
ASBPN 7 lm 11 lm … …
ASBPN + lid 7 lm 12 lm 7 lm 12 lm
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Previous analysis suggested that there is no significant
difference between active screen plasma nitriding with or
without the top lid; to confirm this result, the three electric
arrangements were further analyzed by GDOES.

The quantitative measurement of the nitrogen content from
the GDOES measurement depending on the depth measured
from the surface is shown in Fig. 6.

The depth profile of nitrogen content can be experimentally
described with a sigmoid tanh curve. The original measured
data show the measurement points (pink line in Fig. 6(a)).
During the fitting of the curve, the beginning of the data was
cut. The fit curve was started from that point where the
halfwidth maximum of oxygen content was found (Fig. 7).

According to the Fick I and II laws (Ref 31, 32), which are
formulated by linear partial differential equations, the solutions
can be expressed by some combination of exponential and
trigonometric functions. Equation 1 can be properly fitted on
the nitrogen content measurement data.

N xð Þ ¼ ae�bx þ c

2
1þ tanh � xþ d

e

� �� �
þ g ðEq 1Þ

where N xð Þ is the nitrogen content, x is the distance from the
maximum point (a + c + g) of the nitrogen profile. The initial
decay is denoted by b, while the height and the center of the
sigmoid are given by c and d. The ‘‘smoothness’’ parameter ofFig. 4 Hardness profile of plasma nitrided samples with (a) 25%

N2-75% H2 gas mixture, (b) 95% N2-5% H2 gas mixture

Fig. 5 Diffraction patterns of plasma nitrided samples. The a and c figures have a logarithmical intensity scale which can show the differences
between e- (Fe3N) and c¢- (Fe4N) phases. (a)-(b) 25% N2-75% H2, (c)-(d) 95% N2-5% H2
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the sigmoid is e, and g is the concentration far from the initial
point, which in fact expected to be zero.

Consequently, the layer thickness can be determined. It is at
the highest concave curvature point, which is approximated by
the intersection of the line of 0 at.% nitrogen content and the
extended line of the gradient of tanh function at its inflexion
point. This intersection point (xD; yellow arrow in Fig. 6(a)) is

calculated according to Eq 2. The calculated data are shown in
Table 2.

xD ¼ d þ e� 2ae
be� 1

2abeþ aebd
ðEq 2Þ

According to the experiment of Hosseini et al. (Ref 33), the
compound layer was a nearly horizontal section of the nitrogen
profile, but it was typically found in stainless steel. In this case,
we can only talk about a nitrided layer, and there was no
subsequent independent diffusion zone found in unalloyed
steels. Nitrogen flow also returned to 0 at.% that the phase so
far represented the compound layer.

The maximum nitrogen content was measured on the
samples of the 95N2-5H2 gas mixture, which had a lower
hardness than the samples produced in the 25N2-75H2 gas
mixture. The e-phase (Fe3N) was a porous layer (Fig. 3h and j),
and the nitrogen content was lower than c¢-phase (Fe4N), so the
maximum hardness was lower because of the loose structure.

The compound layer of the SEM measurements was lower
by a few microns as the GDOES results, whereas the results of
the methods were similar; therefore, the two measurements can
be substituted by each other from the point of view of
compound layer determination.

The wear tracks were plotted in 2D profiles as shown in
Fig. 8 with the deepest part of the abraded sample. The profile
was detected by confocal laser scanning microscope. The zero
point was defined as the top of the surface far away from the
abraded zone. The scanned cross-sectional profile was 1 mm
away from the left end of the abraded zone. As it is seen, the
depth profiles were really scattered which can be caused by the
inaccuracy of the microscope. Despite this scatter, the shape of
the curves gave the expected pattern. In Fig. 8(a) and (b), the
color scale minimum and maximum values were related to the
deepest and the highest point of the associated samples,
respectively.

The wear track SEM images of plasma nitrided samples
with different gas mixtures are shown in Fig. 9. Parallel
abrasion grooves were observed in wear tracks in all of the
treated surface. Compared to the original nitrided surface, the
worn area of the sample had finer roughness. The tracks were
relatively narrow and smooth except the ASPN samples.
Figure 9(d) and (f) has just minor tracks, which refers excellent
wear behavior among considered specimens. EDS analysis in
the cracked area of the ASPN samples (Fig. 9b and e) shows a
high content of oxygen indicating that the area was partially
oxidized during the test, which is not unique (Ref 36-39). In
this case, wear debris were stuck in the center of the track. It
was caused by the initial wear of the diffusion zone. Besides
this high O content, the other nitrided samples show some
oxide scales, suggesting that the wear mechanism under the
present test condition is oxidation.

The wear test results of the nitrided samples are shown in
Fig. 10. Both ASPN process had the highest value because the
diffusion zone was started to wear under the compound layer
which is shown in Fig. 8. The wear track was deeper than the
thickness of the iron-nitride layer. The wear rates of the nitrided
samples by DCPN process were the same. While the DCPN
samples wore similarly, until then between the results of the
ASBPN samples had a bigger step. It was caused by the
formation of the e-phase. Porosity could be created in this
phase, which was seen in this sample. If the porosity was
formed, the wear rate could increase. As it was observed, the

Fig. 6 Nitrogen content profiles of nitrided samples (a) 25% N2-
75% H2 gas mixture, (b) 95% N2-5% H2 gas mixture

Fig. 7 Determination of the initial point at ASPN nitrogen profile
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ASBPN process with 25N2-75H2 gas mixture resulted in the
lowest wear rate. Naeem et al. and Conci et al. observed that the
wear rate was increasing with an increase in the nitrogen
content on the gas mixture (Ref 34, 35). This phenomenon was
equal to these results because the wear rates were higher than
the samples treated by lower nitrogen content gas mixture.

4. Conclusions

The aim of the research was to compare the variations in the
layout of plasma nitriding on C45E unalloyed steel samples.
From the results and discussions above, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn.

Fig. 8 Scanned profile of the nitrided samples with (a) 25% N2-75% H2 gas mixture, (b) 95% N2-5% H2 gas mixture
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• The application of active screen caused an evener layer
thickness compared to other nitriding processes.

• In the DCPN samples, the hardness values were the high-
est, but with the use of bias, the hardness and the layer
thickness can be increased compared to the active screen
method.

• The lid of the active screen does not influence the proper-
ties of the nitrided layer.

• The applied equation can be properly fitted on the nitro-
gen content and able to describe the measurement data.
The layer thickness is at the point of the highest concave
curvature.

• From the different measurement methods and from the re-
sults of the mentioned mathematical process, the com-

pound layer thickness values can be obtained with a few
microns difference; therefore, all of the applied methods
are reliable in the determination of the compound layer
thickness.

• The wear rate was increasing with an increase in the nitro-
gen content on the gas mixture, due to additional porosity
formed during the process.However, active screen plasma
nitriding is an ideal process when there is no dynamical
load between two parts. During DCPN, the compound
layer is thick which may cause chipping along the edges.
If only friction arises on the surfaces, this problem is not
occurring; moreover, both the thicker layer and the higher
hardness are advantageous.
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